Building of the Century Campaign

Founders of the Art Institute of Chicago for the 21st Century

$15,000,000 or more.
Anonymous
Marilynn B. Alsdorf
Kenneth C. and Anne D. Griffin
Eloise W. Martin
Alexandra C. and John D. Nichols

$10,000,000 to $14,999,999.
The Bluhm Family
Neil G. Bluhm
Barbara Bluhm-Kaul
Leslie Bluhm
Andrew Bluhm
Meredith Bluhm Wolf
BP Foundation
Gary C. and Frances Comer
The Harris Family Foundation, in Memory of Bette and Neison Harris
Chauncey and Marion D. McCormick Family Foundation
Pritzker Foundation and Margot and Thomas J. Pritzker Foundation

$5,000,000 to $9,999,999.
Abbott
Anne Searle Bent
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Bryan
The Matthew and Carolyn S. Bucksbaum Family Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley M. Dixon, Jr.
Janet and Craig Duchossois
Fred Eychaner and Yang Guo
Richard and Mary L. Gray
JPMorgan Chase & Co.
Carol and Larry Levy Family
The Regenstein Foundation
Patrick G. and Shirley W. Ryan
The Earl and Brenda Shapiro Family
Mr. and Mrs. Roger L. Weston

Benefactors of the Art Institute of Chicago for the 21st Century

$1,000,000 to $4,999,999.
Anonymous (4)
Bank of America
Marjorie and Martin R. Binder
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Buchbinder
Linda and Vincent Buonanno
Chicago Park District
The Clinton Family
The Crown Family
Shawn M. Donnelley and Christopher M. Kelly
The Edwardsion Family Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Field
Sylvia Neil and Daniel Fischel
Ginny and Peter Foreman
Barbara E. and Richard J. Franke
Andrea and James Gordon
The Grainger Foundation
David and Mary Winton Green
Samuel and M. Patricia Grober
Diane and David B Heller
Illinois Tool Works Foundation
Martha Jacobshagen
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Jordan II
Rita and James Knox
Kay and Fred Krehbiel
The Kresge Foundation
Lavin Family Foundation
Liz and Eric Lefkofsky
Diane V. S. and Robert M. Levy
Julius Lewis and The Rhoades Foundation
The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
Mazza Foundation
McCormick Foundation
Alfred L. and Nancy Lauter McDougal
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Ann and Samuel M. Mencoff
The Elizabeth Morse Charitable Trust
The Neisser Family

Muriel Kallis Steinberg Newman
Cynthia and Terry Perucca
Sidney L. Port
Anne and Chris Reyes
Betsy Bergman Rosenfield and Andrew M. Rosenfield
Karla Scherer
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Schiff
Daniel C. Searle
Searle Funds at the Chicago Community Trust
George and Joan Segal
Howard and Martha Simpson
Edward Byron Smith Family and E. B. and Maureen Smith Family
State of Illinois
Manfred and Fern Steinfeld
The Irving Stenn, Jr., Family
Howard S. Stone and Donna A. Stone
Marjorie and Louis B. Susman
Mr. and Mrs. Byron D. Trott
David and Marilyn Fatt Vitale
The Woman's Board of the Art Institute of Chicago
Mrs. William Wood Prince and Prince Charitable Trusts
Estate of Elouise B. Woods

Sponsors of the Building of the Century Campaign

$500,000 to $999,999.
Anonymous
The Alexander Family
Duncan M. Alexander
Mr. and Mrs. John Alexander
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas S. Alexander
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Alexander
The Auxiliary Board of the Art Institute of Chicago
Scott, Lynda, Jonathan, and Lindsey Canel
Efroymson Family Fund, a CICF Fund
Ira A. and Barbara R. Eichner
Exelon Corporation
Mike and David W. Fox

62
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Haffner III
Mr. and Mrs. David C. Hilliard
The Jentes Family
LaSalle Bank
Josephine P. and John J. Louis Foundation
Northern Trust
Polk Bros. Foundation
Emily Rauh Pulitzer
Luther I. Replogle Foundation
UBS

$250,000 to $499,999.
Anonymous (2)
Mr. and Mrs. John V. Crowe
Estate of Sally D. Funderburg
George Lill Foundation
Rise Group
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon I. Segal
Rose L. Shure
Virginia Sonnenschein
Howard and Paula Trienens
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick H. Waddell

$100,000 to $249,999.
Jill and Richard Almeida
Mary and Paul Anderson
Mrs. Roger Allen Anderson
Ann and Bruce Bachmann
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Bacon
Caroline and John Ballantine
Mr. and Mrs. Walter F. Bandi
The Barker Welfare Foundation
Julie and Roger Baskes
Jean and John Berghoff
Marie Krane Bergman and Robert H. Bergman
Harriet and Harry Bernbaum
Mrs. Silas S. Cathcart
Joyce Chelberg
Marcia S. Cohn
The Community Associates of the Art Institute of Chicago
Mr. and Mrs. E. David Coolidge III
Nancy Raymond Corral
Enivar Charitable Fund
Evening Associates of the Art Institute of Chicago
Joan and Robert Feitler and the Smart Family Foundation
Harve A. Ferrill
Lynn and Jim, Craig, Kyle, and Kim Foster
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice F. Fulton
Willbur H. and Linda T. Gantz
Virginia and Gary Gerst
Ethel and William Gofen
Helyn S. Goldenberg and Michael N. Alper
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Grube
Evangelina R. Haarlow and the Haarlow Family Charitable Foundation
Mary P. Hines
Doris and Marshall Holleb
Karen and Tom Howell
Pamela K. and Roger B. Hull
Illinois Clean Energy Community Foundation
Burt and Anne Kaplan
Dolores Kohl Kaplan and Morris A. Kaplan
Alyce K. Sigler and Stephen A. Kaplan
Judy and John Keller
Phil and Judy Kirk and The Kirk Foundation
Kraft Foods
Anne T. and Paul Krauss
Anne and Robert Krebs
Leadership Advisory Committee of the Art Institute of Chicago
Harry and Betty Levin
Elaine and Donald Levinson
Renée Logan
Susan and Lewis Manilow
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Manley
Robert and Ellen Marks
The Oscar G. and Elsa S. Mayer Family Foundation
Judith and Howard McCue
Patty and Mark McGrath
Cheryl and Eric McKissack
Rande and Cary McMillan
Edward and Lucy R. Minor and the Edward and Lucy R. Minor Family Foundation
Stuart D. and Nancie Mishlove
Diana and David Moore
Irina Parker
Marian Philips Pawlick
Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Pepper
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Pick
Podolsky Family Foundation
Claire and Gordon Prussian
Mrs. John Shedd Reed
The Robishaw Family
John W. and Jeanne M. Rowe
Sandra and Earl J. Rusnak, Jr.
The Nick Saviano Family
Stephanie and William Sick
The Siragusa Foundation
Dorie Sternberg and Family
Jules N. Stiffel
Liz Stiffel
Josie and Jerome F. Strauss, Jr.
Melinda and Paul Sullivan
The Thoresen Foundation
The Oakleigh L. Thorne Fund
Gayle and Glenn R. Tilles
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Trapp
John M. VanderLinden and John Wm. Butler, Jr.
The A. Montgomery Ward Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Morris S. Weeden
Joan and Marco Weiss
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Weiss
Elaine and Billy W. Williams
Mrs. George B. Young

$50,000 to $99,999.
Mr. and Mrs. Bowen Blair
Mr. and Mrs. Julian H. Collins, Jr., in Memory of Bertha M. and Julien H. Collins
Anstiss H. and Ronald Krueck
The George and Roberta Mann Philanthropic Fund
Mrs. Robert B. Mayer
Nathan Cummings Foundation
Pleasant T. Rowland Foundation
Robert E. and Cynthia M. Sargent
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Tobey, Jr.
The Warwick Foundation

$25,000 to $49,999.
Mrs. Keene H. Addington II
Ann S. Alpert
Marie L. Aries
Buzz and Marlene Baumgarten
Andrea Billhardt
Alice and Lawrence J. Blum
Nancy and George Bodeen, in Memory of George H. Bodeen, Sr., School of the Art Institute Alumnus
Susan D. Bowey
Bross Family Foundation
Jan and Frank Cicero, Jr.
Sandra K. Crown
Erika E. Erich
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Feitler
Jim and Ann Feldstein
Mrs. George H. Galloway
Alfred G. and Hope Perry Goldstein Family Fund
Mrs. Henry G. Hart, Jr.
Leslie S. Hindman
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hodges
Ruth P. Horwich
Janet and Richard Horwood
Kay, Malcolm, Kim, and Kyle Kamin
Emily and Robert King
The Lehman Family—New Prospect Foundation
Richard Lenon
Bonita and Bob Levin
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mann
Carlette McMullan and John Gibbons
Clockwise from upper left:

Jim Knox, Sarah Stewart, Director James Cuno, and trustee Rita Knox at an event for the Founders and Benefactors of the Art Institute of Chicago for the 21st Century, November 2008.

Trustee Nancy Lauter McDougal and Fred McDougal at the Modern Wing Opening Gala.

Trustee Brenda Shapiro (center) with her sisters Lisa Goldfarb and Mary Anne Lewis.

Modern Wing opening hosts Byron Trott (trustee) and Tina Trott.

Trustee Roger Weston; Janice Katz, Roger L. Weston Associate Curator of Japanese Art; and Eric Thomsen at the opening of Beyond Golden Clouds: Japanese Screens from the Art Institute of Chicago and the Saint Louis Art Museum.

Trustee Andrew Rosenfield (right) with his wife, Betsy Bergman Rosenfield, and their children, left to right, Zak, Jake, Lannie, and Alex.
Clockwise from upper left:
Life trustee Quinn Delaney and Robert O. Delaney at the dedication of the Nichols Bridgeway.

Architect Renzo Piano with Margot Pritzker and Chairman of the Board of Trustees Thomas J. Pritzker in the Pritzker Garden.

Director James Cuno and Madhuvanti Ghose, Alsdorf Associate Curator of Indian, Southeast Asian, Himalayan, and Islamic Art, with life trustee Marilynn B. Alsdorf, Usha Attri, and Ashok Kumar Attri, Consul General of India, at the opening of the Asldorf Galleries of Indian, Southeast Asian, Himalayan, and Islamic Art.

Steven and Jean Goldman (at center) pictured with other members of their family, Peter and Jennifer (at left), and Josh and Ikram Goldman, at the opening of the newly installed Jean and Steven Goldman Prints and Drawings Galleries.

Joyce Johnston and life trustee Neil Bluhm at the Modern Wing Opening Gala.
Thomas and Christine Moldauer
Herbert R. and Paula Molner
The Neuman Family Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Palmer
Mary Jane Pollack
Susan and Frank Resnik
Dr. and Mrs. William J. Robb III
Diana and Richard Senior
William and Marilyn Simpson Foundation
Harvey and Mary Struthers
Mr. and Mrs. Peter E. Van Nice
Mrs. Roy I. Warshawsky
Mr. and Mrs. H. Thomas Watkins
Dorothy B. White, in Memory of Donald W. White
Patricia A. Woodworth

$5,000 to $24,999.
Anonymous
Mary Ann Albright
Julie Langdon Antonatos and Larry Antonatos
The Astor Foundation
Mary A. Benck
Mr. and Mrs. Richard B. Black
Robert M. and Anne W. Bolz
Laura Breyer
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas R. Butler
Beverly J. Bystricky
Chartwell Insurance Services
Camille and Alexander Cook
Ed, Melissa, Lindsay, and Andrew Cook
Marve Cooper Estate and Judith Mayzel
Judith S. and William R. Cottle
Elizabeth W. Crowe
Dr. and Mrs. Tapas K. Das Gupta
Dirk Denison
Patricia and John DeWolf
Richard H. Driehaus Charitable Lead Trust
Nancie and Bruce Dunn
Mr. and Mrs. David P. Earle III
Anne H. Evans
Catherine J. Filippini
Emily Huggins Fine
Fox Valley Community Associates
Norman and Edna Freehling Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Gary E. Gardner
Mr. and Mrs. Isak Gerson
George H. Gibson and John V. Darey
Roxanna B. and Matthew J. Goebel
Albert Goodstein Family Foundation
Audrey Gould and W. Russell Hyman
Evelyn Greene
Mirja and Ted Haffner
Todd Harding and David Lassiter
Mr. and Mrs. David W. Hay
Mr. and Mrs. Spencer Hays
Mary Johnson Hill
Mr. and Mrs. Roger G. Hill II
Mrs. J. Dillon Hoey
The Horner Family Foundation
Howard Family Foundation
Dr. Michael I. Jacobs
Mrs. Jetta N. Jones
Diane and Byron Karzas
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Keim
Carolyn Levin
Drs. Edmund and Julia Lewis
Mary Ann and Burt Lewis
Dr. Eva F. Lichtenberg and Dr. Arnold Tobin
Lucia Woods Lindley and Daniel A. Lindley
Susan and Douglas Lyons
Kimberly M. Masius and the Kohn-Joseloff Foundation
McDonald’s Corporation
Bonnie and Phillip L. Miller
Kate and William Morrison
Mrs. George Myers
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E. Nathan
Katherine Olson
Pratap and Chitra Pal
Gail and Richard Pearson
Catherine and Bill Perez
E. Michael Pompiuzzi
Ruth B. Powell
Sonya and Robert Reich
Susan B. and Myron E. Rubnitz
Alice and John Sabl
Steven A. and Marilyn Scott
Beverly E. Shaw
Robert and Charlene Shaw
Mrs. John B. Snyder
Tom Sourlis
Penelope and Robert Steiner
Mr. and Mrs. Roger W. Stone
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Sullivan
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Swift III
Lawrence E. Timmins
Mr. and Mrs. Glen R. Traylor
Mrs. James D. Vail III
Virginia C. Vale
Donna Van Eekeren
Village Community Associates
Leslie V. V. Waite
The Estate of Laurie G. Wallach
Chris and Robert Zabors
Mr. and Mrs. Martin E. Zimmerman

$1,000 to $4,999.
Anonymous
Acciona S.A.
Joan and Henry X Arenberg
Andrew and Susan Arnold
Sandra Bass
Sharon D. Bergland
Leslie Bertagnoli and Kenneth P. Taube
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Blair, Jr.
Arnold R. Bodmer
Mr. and Mrs. Terence A. Bolger
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Borders
Karen Johnson Boyd
Braden-Clark Fund at Blue Grass Community Foundation
Michael J. Brandt
Anthony Bruck
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel R. Bryant
John B. Callen
Charles P. and Rita J. Carlson
Dr. Rosalind Cartwright
Maryann Ciccarelli
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth W. Ciriacks
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Colgan
Kathleen and John Q. Cook
Katherine G. Deibert
Larry N. Deutsch and William F. Parker
Ann Calhoun Diemer
Alice Selby Douglas
Mr. and Mrs. Claude E. Duchon
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel J. Edelman
Gail F. Elmore
Fairmont Hotel Chicago
Mary Carol Fee
Mrs. Harold Flanzer
Richard W. Foster and Jack Kanuk
Mrs. Trenchard French
Sharon Gibson
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard W. Golan
Mrs. Donald E. Goll
The Greenberger Family: Stacia P. Greenberger and Ellen and James Greenberger
Janis Audin Guelzow
Jacquelyn J. Guest
Sandy M. Guettler
Edward R. Gustafson
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Hagenah
Brian Hahn
Sarah and Joel Handelman
Nancy and David Hanson
Kaoru Harada
Vicki Henson
William Hentgen and Fallon Fox
Howard and Virginia Hight
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hillman
Antoinette Hodor
Abby and P. J. Huizenga
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Hummer
Karen C. Hynds
Jean M. Janecek
Susie Forstmann Kealy
Rowena D. Kelley
Anne and John Kern

Mary Jeanne and John W. Kneen
Frank J. Kniffen
Akiko and Shohei Koide
Monique and Charles Kraft
Patricia A. Langhart
Thomas and Annelise Lawson
Suzanne and Paul Lee
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Lenhardt, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. John Mayes
Chuck and Susan Michod
Mike and Susan Mikalauskis
Dr. Floyd A. Mittleman
Barbara Molotsky
Steven Montgomery and
Brian Weatherford
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Moody
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Morris
Corrine Morrissey
Jeffrey Moy
Julia G. and Mario Munoz
Estate of Daniel J. Nolan
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Noonan
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick O’Meara
Dustin O’Regan and Steven Worth
Jacquelyn L. Paine and
Robert G. Barr
Laura Paulson
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Penner
Paulita Pike and Zulfiquar Bokhari
Jody Pringle
Leontine V. Radler
Sandi L. Riggs
Mary K. Ring
Harriet Cary Ross
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Schriver
Barry A. Sears
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald Semerdjian
Robert V. Sharp and
Mary Ann Fischer
Ilene Simmons
Dorothy and Junie L. Sinson
Mr. and Mrs. George Sladoje
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Daryl L. Smith
Ted and Audrey Spiegel
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Staab
Mr. and Mrs. James Starr
David H. and Jean Stremmel
Minsook Suh
William Susman and
Emily L. Glasser
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Sviha
Linda and Thomas Teichgraebner
Stephanie V. Templin
Dee and Ron Tevonian
Pamela T. Tilbrook
Annette Turow
Peter M. Vale

Jane and David Villa
Lawrence P. Vonckx
Kurt L. and Vicki L. Warning
Jean Ann White
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Wiebke
Jane Woldenberg
Patrick and Meredith Wood Prince
Drs. Mary and Richard Woods
Mr. and Mrs. David Yablong
Mr. and Mrs. Steven P. Yambor